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person

reid, James earl, 1942-
Alternative Names: James earl reid;

Life Dates: september 9, 1942-July 18, 2021

Place of Birth: princeton, north Carolina, UsA

Residence: Baltimore, MD

Occupations: sculptor; painter

Biographical Note

renowned sculptor James earl reid was born at stump Hope Farm in princeton, north
Carolina, on september 9, 1942. In 1970, reid was awarded his master’s degree in
sculpture from the University of Maryland College park.

While attending the University of Maryland, reid worked as a graduate teaching
assistant, and remained there after earning his M.A. degree, rising to become an
assistant professor over the next eleven years. In 1979, reid received his first major
commission for a work of art when the City of Baltimore asked him to create a
sculpture of jazz legend Billie Holiday, who spent her childhood there; the sculpture
was unveiled in 1985 in the Druid Hill section of Baltimore.

The same year as the as the Billie Holiday sculpture's unveiling, reid found himself in
the center of a controversy that would take him to the United states supreme Court.
Commissioned by the Community for Creative non-Violence (CCnV), reid had been
asked to create a sculpture for a Washington, D.C., Christmas pageant; his submission,
Third World America: A Contemporary nativity, featured a homeless family holding a
newborn child over a steam vent, and featured the words “And still there is no room at
the inn,” on the base. The struggle with the piece began early, when initially the
national park service refused to put the piece on display. The bigger issue, however,
arose with the CCnV, when both they and reid filed competing copyright claims on
the work of art. After an initial District Court ruling favored CCnV, the case was taken
to the supreme Court, where Justice Thurgood Marshall wrote the decision in favor of
reid and all independent contractors; the case brought international attention to
concerns for the rights of artists to retain creative and intellectual property.

After his landmark case settled, reid continued to create works of art, holding
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numerous one-man shows and participating in many group shows.

reid passed away on July 18, 2021.
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